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Simplify to grow in telecommunications

Many telecommunications companies have grown exceedingly complex over the years and now find themselves in a
dangerous spot: struggling to remain agile while more
nimble competitors aggressively court their customers.
The dynamism of the sector actually contributes to complexity, as companies frequently launch new products and
services, each of which must be integrated with existing
products and maintained on the back end with billing and
network systems.

tent user experience across mobile, online and retail platforms. They want to sign on the same way in each platform, and they want a bill that’s easy to read and shows
clearly what they’re paying for.
Customer dissatisfaction is only one way that complexity
hurts companies. Here are others:

This complexity manifests itself along several dimensions,
including product lines, technology and organization. And
it comes at a time when telcos cannot afford to alienate
customers with a confusing array of product offers, long
wait times or inaccurate bills.
Yet that’s exactly what appears to be happening. Our conversations with telco customers indicate they suffer
through a long list of pain points: long waits in retail
stores, unclear bills, unresponsive customer service and
offers that are difficult to understand. While complexity
has built up in the products and services telcos offer, their
customers look for simplicity—for example, in a consis-

•

Call-center teams experience frustration as they try to
help frustrated customers navigate a complex array of
products, features and billing issues.

•

Sales teams may have difficulty prioritizing the highestvalue customers and the products on which to focus
their efforts; they also may have difficulty managing
the vast array of legacy offers and the customers subscribed to them.

•

Technology teams that keep billing and operating systems working must run at full tilt to manage the overly
complex array of offers the company has rolled out
over time, with little forethought given to long-term
maintenance or reconciliation.

Figure 1: A cycle of complexity degrades financial results, but reducing complexity can save costs and
generate new revenue, adding 15% to 20% to earnings over five years
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Taken together, complexity creates a cycle that degrades
financial results (see Figure 1). Simplification—while a
tremendous challenge to implement—will surely come as
a relief to everyone on the front line and beyond who feels
the pain of complexity.

enue hits as they shed less profitable lines and migrate
customers to new ones. As they make these changes, they
also need to guard against simply shifting complexity from
one part of the organization to another, rather than eliminating it altogether.

Reasons to change

But the payoff can be significant, with earnings rising as
much as 20% over five years. Simplifying the portfolio
reduces operational costs in call centers (fewer calls, more
of them right the first time), in sales channels (faster transactions, more through digital channels), and in network
and IT operations. Revenue also grows due to faster times
to market, a more effective salesforce, and higher loyalty
and lower churn among customers.

Several industry trends are converging to force telcos to
simplify or be left behind. Competitors are becoming more
agile and releasing new products and services faster than
before. More companies are moving into this space by offering online services that replicate phone service, and they are
beginning to bundle these successfully with media content.

Simplify along five dimensions

Telcos have many reasons to simplify: to improve customer
service, to become more agile and thus reduce time to
market, and to reduce costs by removing inefficiency.

In our work with incumbent telcos, we find that the most
successful transformations tackle complexity along five
dimensions (see Figure 2). As a whole, this effort
reduces the complexity of the product portfolio and of the
operational and sales functions that support it.

Of course, change of this scope is not easy or quick: Transformations can take three to five years, and companies
undertaking them need to be prepared for short-term rev-

Figure 2: Leading telcos simplify along five dimensions
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•

Products. Most telcos carry a complex portfolio of
business products and consumer offers, which
change frequently. It’s not unusual for a telco to have
tens of thousands of combinations of products,
options and rules that must be maintained and billed
against. Many try to market simpler combinations
and hope customers will voluntarily migrate, but that
typically takes too long. A more reasonable goal is to
define a limited number of combinations—no more
than a few hundred—and migrate all customers to
them over two years. Over the long term, the telco can
capture more savings by decommissioning platforms
that support the complex array of combinations.

•

Channels. Many telcos still sell and serve their customers mostly from physical stores. They can reduce
complexity and customer frustration by becoming
true multichannel organizations with a consistent
user experience across stores, online and mobile
interfaces. By developing better online systems for
businesses and consumers to troubleshoot their own
issues and to add or remove services, telcos can
reduce the load on call centers, thus allowing callcenter personnel to invest more time and care on
each customer opportunity.

•

Processes. Simplification also presents an opportunity
to automate processes that some companies still
handle manually, including some diagnostic and
order-to-cash functions. Integrating billing processes
across product and service lines creates a more
unified customer experience and may also enable
bundled offers that weren’t previously available.

•

Technology. As telcos move from outdated, rigid IT
platforms to more flexible, modular architectures, they
lay the groundwork for more intelligent networking.
This intelligence doesn’t come in the form of greater
complexity; on the contrary, the goal is to create a
simple “agnostic” platform that can support all future
products and services together. Technologies such as
network function virtualization (NFV) and softwaredefined networking (SDN) make it possible for telcos
to build flexibility and reduce traditional product development barriers as they update their infrastructure.

•

Governance and organization. A key tenet to prevent
complexity from creeping back in is to limit the people
and functions that can introduce new products and
services or change existing ones. Most telcos have a
large pool of product managers tasked with developing
new offers. But without the right governance rules,
they often launch new products that may create more
new work—for example, more calls to service centers—
or that may require retrofitting of legacy systems.
Many also fail to actively manage the decommissioning of old products and offers. Most telcos also need
to remove layers and levels of control to simplify and
allow them to become more nimble in decision making. Few implement life-cycle management to track
products and services. Taking this step would ensure
that they are properly decommissioned and removed
from systems at the end of their working, profitable
run, to help alleviate complex legacy code.

Addressing the pain
Simplifying a large, incumbent telecommunications company is obviously tremendously challenging. Layers of legacy products, processes and systems built up over decades
are difficult to peel back.
Telcos can reverse the typical pattern of looking inward at
processes by beginning to look outward at customer episodes to identify pain points and eliminate their root
causes. Complexity can be hard to spot from a senior manager’s perspective, but it’s usually painfully obvious to the
victim, whether that’s a customer, frontline agent, retail
sales associate or the software developer confronting the
problem. We’ve all heard horror stories about customers
spending 45 minutes or longer in stores to activate new
services—something that could take only minutes online.
That’s a perfect place to start.
The companies we have worked with organize their transformation around three principles—steps that form a loop
of continuous improvement.
1.

3

Reset. Clean up legacy products, offers and platforms,
and migrate customers to new ones. One leading
telco set out to migrate customers from a legacy plat-
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form that offered more than 30,000 different combinations of products and services to a new platform that offered only about 750. In addition to
streamlining the management and operations of
this bewildering array of combinations, the simpler
platform made it easier to match customers with
packages they liked, since there were fewer options to
wade through. It also made it more likely that frontline customer service reps could master the details of
the most popular options.
2.

3.

that clearly defines the simple telco it wants to be. Without
sustained sponsorship from the highest levels, the effort
cannot succeed.
Every transformation also requires continuous alignment between the business and the technology and
delivery parts of the organization. Workshops can help
business and technology people find common terms
to talk about products, services and the architecture
that supports them. The goal is to empower both sides
to clearly articulate a new value proposition, so the
technology team can understand the business goals
and help the company achieve them.

Limit. Establish the right mindset, principles and governance rules to prevent complexity from returning.
Managers should be careful they are not simply shifting complexity from one part of the organization to
another, but rather removing its root causes. Senior
managers need to remain committed, and in some
cases, traditional thinking has to be flipped on its
back. For example, in most organizations, heroes are
the people who launch something new. But now it is
also important to celebrate people who manage to get
rid of unnecessary things.

Finally, to unlock the full potential of a transformation,
executives need to look forward as well as backward. In
many ways, it’s easier to look back over decades of complexity and determine how to pare it down to create a more
manageable organization. It’s more difficult to build a
company that can match the nimble, aggressive market
moves of competitors that have no legacy.
In our view, telcos have little choice but to reduce complexity if they are to continue to compete against fellow incumbents and new attackers. Their current processes create a
vicious cycle where a complex product portfolio leads to
time-consuming processes for provisioning, sales and
customer support. This complexity not only slows time to
market but also increases churn, as dissatisfied customers
find better options. To counter this churn, product marketers come up with new offers and promotions, often
implemented in a panic mode, which in turn lead to even
more IT exceptions and work-arounds. These new offers
also further complicate the product portfolio. Churn
increases, internal processes become more complex, and
expensive new product launches lead to degrading financial results. Only a determined effort to break the cycle and
simplify the organization can reverse the process.

Reassess. Measure complexity and monitor it so it
doesn’t return. As important as it is to clean up legacy
complexity, companies have to be careful to redesign
their systems to prevent it from creeping back in.

One way to do this is to simplify the company’s future
value proposition. Successful transformations identify the
highest potential revenue sources and refocus sales efforts
and channel decisions on those opportunities. A current
example is dropping old service plans based on minutes
and instead grouping customers onto family plans with
bulk data limits—a simpler way to think about plans both
for the customer and the company.

Lessons learned
It’s difficult for any one part of a company to simplify without the entire organization also adjusting its scope. Any
telco embarking on an effort to reduce complexity should
consider it a companywide transformation requiring
executive committee alignment and a top-down vision
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